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 To effectively represent a child’s best 
interests it is important to accurately hear 
their views 

 Very easy for the child’s wishes to be 
drowned out by adults louder voices 

 Adults are generally better at expressing 
themselves, more demanding about their 
agendas, needs and wants 

 



 Goal setting: what do you wish to achieve by 
talking/listening to this child 
 Eg. Gain an understanding of their wishes, needs, 

feelings about the important people in their life 

 

 The primary focus should be about trying to get an 
understanding the child’s actual experience of the 
people in their life not what they have been told about 
them 

 Eg. 7 year old boy “my dad’s a drunk and he bashes 
my mum”  



 Consider the following: 
◦ Your own preconceived ideas around the case 

◦ Resist the urge to guess the child’s feelings 
because you have “read the file” 

◦ Be aware of your own prejudices and experiences 
that may resonate with the child’s. 

◦ Empathy versus projection.  

 Empathy: the intuitive understanding of another 
person’s feelings. 

 Projection: the tendency to ascribe to another person, 
feelings, thoughts, or attitudes present in oneself 

 

 

 



 Try not to be over confident :  “I am good 
with kids they will just tell me what they want 
when I ask” 

 Resist adult assumption of “we know best“ 

 Be aware of decision making biases: 
◦ E.g.. Heuristics: general decision making strategies 

people use that are based on little information but 
are often correct. Mental short cuts. 

◦ E.g.. A tendency to judge later information by 
previously held information. Primacy or recency 
effect 



 Environment 
◦ Allow sufficient time 
◦ Child friendly room versus across a lawyers desk 

 E.g.. My counselling rooms look like lounge rooms not 
offices 

◦ Chairs positioned on angle to each other not 
directly facing 

◦ For younger children be prepared to get down on 
the floor eg. Kids carpet games or at a low 
coffee/drawing table 

◦ Toys and drawing equipment 
◦ Dress down: lose the suit/tie less formal attire 

reduces authority compliance bias 
 



 Why establish rapport? 
◦ Builds trust and therefore hopefully reliability in 

the answers given 

◦ Definition: Rapport: A friendly relationship (Merion 

Webster Dictionary) Medical definition  A relation 
characterised by harmony CONFORMITY accord or 
affinity. (Too much rapport and a child may try to conform or please 

the interviewer) 

◦ Origins: from mid 16th century French derivative 
of rapporter, to bring back, report 



 Takes time:  
◦ do not rush the investment in establishing 

rapport pays off in a better connection, more 
trust and hopefully more reliable answers 

 Use of games eg. Jenga tower blocks. build 
together, laugh to together 

 Questions:  
◦ likes, dislikes, friends, school best and worst 

thing about school, who lives at your house? Find 
areas of connection eg. Oh my son likes to skate 
too. what’s you best trick, are you a street skater, 
bowl or downhill? 
 

 



 Pitfalls and problems 
◦ A child’s need to please 

◦ Child’s need to conform with authority and avoid 
“getting in to trouble by saying the wrong thing” 

◦ The coached child 

◦ The frightened “closed and defended child” 

◦ The child with an agenda supported or not by the 
adults in their lives. 



 Poor interview techniques 
◦ Rushed, no time to develop rapport 
◦ One off interviews with out follow up or other confirming 

information eg contact reports support the child’s 
views/wishes 

◦ Telling the child “you are not in trouble or you wont get in 
trouble for talking to me” simply plants the idea that maybe 
they are and they will! 

◦ Leading questions 
◦ Very limited options questioning 
◦ Age inappropriate language eg. “So please inform me 

as to whether or not your parents use corporal 
punishment as part of their disciplinary regime” 

◦ Over reliance on interpreting children’s drawings with 
little or no contextual information eg. Rock climbing 
drawing 



 Poor techniques continued… 
◦ Repeating questions research suggests a child may 

get confused or search for the “right and adult 
pleasing answer” if a question is repeated too many 
times 

◦ Use of rewards or threats. E.g.. We can get out of 
here faster if you just answer my questions. 

◦ Less reliable if the child perceives the interviewer as 
an intimadatory person or a person in authority 

◦ Use of peer pressure eg. “your brothers and sisters 
have all talked to me so you should to.”  



 Good interview techniques 
◦ Take the time necessary to establish good rapport 
◦ Listen more than you speak 
◦ Listen with your eyes as well as ears (does the body language 

match the answers, do the observed emotions line up with the 
content of the answers) 

◦ Work at the child’s pace and stamina eg take breaks when 
attention is failing 

◦ Establish a goal: to understand the child’s actual experience of the 
people in the lives not simply what they have been told about 
them 

◦ Age appropriate language. Appropriate to developmental age not 
simply chronological age 

◦ Supportive yet non suggestive demeanour of the interviewer 
◦ Use of narrative practice eg. Tell me about your sport, skating 

school etc. before getting into more difficult areas 



 Good techniques continued: 
◦ Be aware that children's concept of “number” and 

“time” for example develop over time and questions 
around these issues may be confusing 

◦ Give a child explicit permission to say “I don’t 
know’ and “I don’t understand” 

◦ Eliciting a promise to only tell the truth to each 
other in the interview after establishing the child 
knows the difference between truth and lies. 
(Helpful but not infallible) 



 The more open ended/indirect the question is 
the more confidence one can have in the 
child’s responses. 

 The Continuum of confidence from most to 
least in question types is as follows” 

 Type of question Level of confidence 

General Most 

Focused 

Multiple choice 

Yes no forced choice 

Leading Least 



 General questions: 
 “ Tell me about you family” 

 Focussed questions 
“What do you like to do with your dad/mum?” 

 Multiple choice 
◦ “ So do you want to live with mum, dad, your aunty or 

the foster carers? 

 Yes / no forced choice questions 
◦ “Do you want to go home to live with mum and dad?” 

 Leading questions 
◦ E.g. “ Your dad hit you a lot didn’t he” 

 

 



 Interviewing children is extremely important and can also be 
quite difficult to do reliably. 

 Key points to remember:  

◦ pre interview considerations (eg. Environment, language, 
dress, goal, time, your own state  etc). 

◦ Establish rapport 

◦ Awareness of the type of questions used from most reliable 
(general, least direct) to least reliable (leading most direct). 

 

◦ Awareness of the issues raised today may help in improving 
the accurate reflection of a child’s wishes in your 
representation of them,  

◦ It may help in “hearing the smallest voice” 

 

 

 

 


